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Membership Video
Courses

Group 
Coaching

Video Courses
Although this is a broad term, this simply means a one-off online course created to 

yield a specific result or transformation (usually 8-12 weeks). These can usually be 

watched at your own pace but are mostly video training sectioned in different mod-

ules.You can add a community/group element to these but the on-going support is 

usually limited due to the fact that there is only a one-time payment
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Membership
This qualifies any educational training working with a subscription (usually monthly). 

Content can be dripped over a period of time but often what “justifies” the recurring 

fee is on-going support or content delivered on a regular basis.

This can be a great fit for community based courses or content that changes rapidly 

(e.g: stock market, sport betting,...).

Group Coaching
This is really the first kind of model that can be considered as an online course/pro-

gram. Usually the coach will have core materials and tools available but most of the 

value of these programs are with live group coaching session and daily/weekly calls.

Sometimes other coaches with a specific set of skills are brought in to complement 

some aspects of the teaching.
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Launches
(video series) Webinar

Challenges Phone

Launches (video series)
This is a strategy developed by Jeff Walker and the main component that makes it so 

powerful is the Pre-Launch. This is essentially the week leading to opening the cart 

where you deliver a 3 or 4 part mini-video series. Each has a different purpose but the 

overall series is there to warm people up and create excitement around the 

launch/open cart. This works really well for closed cart models.
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Webinar
This is pretty straightforward but essentially the main call to action would be to attend 

a webinar session (usually around 60-90min). These webinars have a certain structure 

that are meant to hook your target and draw a clear path between their current situa-

tion and pain and what’s possible. These are also very effective to address objections 

and properly present the offer and close attendants.

Challenges
The duration of these challenges can vary (usually between 5-10 days) but these are 

intense windows of time where you’re inviting people to push themselves around a 

topic. Usually, each day is a new “challenge” and exercise and you go live. The fact 

that everyone is going through the challenge and that a community that trusts you and 

see you every day is created, makes this strategy very effective. 

Phone
This is usually a strategy used for high-ticket programs. The main call to action being 

booking a strategy session with the potential student. Being on the phone gives you 

the ability to better understand the person’s situation and pains. But also to be able to 

select the right people and properly introduce the program in a way that’s relevant to 

them. Although the “conversion rate” is very the highest than any strategy, this is also 

the least “scalable” strategy/
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Private 
Communities

Emails
Social Media
(Organic and Paid)

Chatbots

The next step is to pick which channels you’re going to use. Of course in most cases

the more the better but you may want to focus on building 1-2 to start with, before

adding more.

Chatbots are things like Messenger to reach these people as they use the platform.

Groups/communites refers to Facebook groups, forums, or communities built on your 

own platform.
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All-in-ones are relatively new and are made to replace all the different tools you need

to host and market your courses.

These are the 3 main ones and all integrate emails, communities features, automa-

tion, cart and payment handling, funnel and page builders and even blogs.

Joey’s Pick: Kajabi. Definitely the go-to in my opinion right now because of it’s ease

of use, extreme reliability and top notch UX.

CLICK ON ANY TOOL LOGO TO CHECK IT OUT

https://app.kajabi.com/r/CpznknrL/t/m9vfdfue
https://home.kartra.com/
https://www.newzenler.com/beta-founders/pricing
https://joeymazars.com/
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Although you could get away creating a subscription based course with most of

the other platform listed before, I wanted to seperate some that are specifically

built for that purpose.

Wordpress plugins are many (WishList, Memberpress, Buddypress) and are very 

customizable. Some really allow for a unique community experience which is at the

core of the membership model.

JoJoey’s Pick: MightyNetwork, only because of the fresh angle and uniqueness of it.

These platform mostly handle course hosting and other light/limited features.

These are more on the affordable side and can work really well when coupled with

external tools to get the full suite of what you need to market courses.

Joey’s Pick: Teachable. Podia is very limited but I wanted to include it for the

extremely affordable option. Thinkific is a very close second.

https://www.podia.com/?via=joey
http://sendmeto.teachable.com/sfj3j
https://www.thinkific.com/
https://membervault.co/
https://www.mightynetworks.com/


These are the main platforms you can trust in my opinion.

Although I’m not a big fan of Mailchimp, I had to include it here as it’s so widely

used...

All of these will integrate with the course hosting platforms mentioned before (either 

naitvely or easily through Zapier

JoJoey’s Pick: ActiveCampaign. Not the cheapest option but by far the best of the 

bunch. Although if you don’t need all the bells and whistle ConvertKit can do the job.

These tools allow to scale the unscalable.

They allow you to send short video via email in just a few clicks. 
You can easily integrate these in your course to send student’s 
timely videos at different milestones: when they enroll, after 1 
month, when they finished a key part of the program.

ThisThis will boost engagement, decrease refund rate, increase com-
pletion rate and therefore student results and enventually sales.

https://www.mailerlite.com/a/sabvnlm02q
https://www.activecampaign.com/
https://convertkit.com/
https://mailchimp.com/
https://bombbomb.com/
http://bonjoro.com


Social proof is one of the most important persuasion tool in your arsenal.

UseProof allows to add a dymanic element to your sales page with notifications of

activity such as purchases or live views.

I’m sure you’ve seen these and may be thinking that these are annoying... but give it

a try, they do work really well!

Probably no introduction is needed but ClickFunnel is a funnel builder allowing

you to create conversion focused landing pages and checkouts.

It integrates well with the actual course hosting platforms and although you can build 

a membership product in ClickFunnel directly, these are rather limited at the moment, 

so not really recommended for that!

The Thrive Theme suite offers amazing tools for your Wordpress website.

Things like Thrive Architect to build landing pages, Thrive Leads to grow your list

or Ultimatum to build evergreen funnel.

I’m a big fan and that’s why I wanted to includ it in here, the only thing to be aware of 

is that it does not include a cart to handle payment.

This is a very simple tool that allows you to create fixed or evergreen timers you can

embed on your website and emails.

The free version allows for most of what you probably need!
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